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I just returned from MD Anderson, and my doubling time has been "corrected" from 22 months to 9.3 months. Why? 

Heterophillic Antibody Interference with Calcitonin Assays. 

  

What is a Heterophillic Antibody? 

Answer: Any Antibody the body may make at any given time for any given reason. This interferes with Calcitonin Assay 

testing as well as seven other KNOWN lab tests. The results may be Falsely low or Falsely High. 

  

But with Medullary, the ONLY cancer that depends on exact calculations, most labs are not screening automatically for 

any antibody. This means the labs must be "Hand done" not automated and an Antibody Blocker added to get an 

accurate number. 

Most Centers of Excellence are just doing the automated lab. The actual calcitonin levels could cause the entire "Trend" 

to be off. Not just the calcitonin numbers, but the Trend needed to set protocol on observation and eventual treatment. 

  

I kept having one calcitonin that "spiked" and then a day later, a calcitonin that dropped drastically. After arguing the 

issue over a six months period, the lab, actually rechecked 'both' original samples. Both Samples were wrong. Both 

samples were off due to the "heterophillic antibody interference". 

  

What Antibody? That is the next mystery. Most Antibodies that effect calcitonin would be, Mono, Allergies, HIV, 

Hepetitis, AutoImmunine disease, some type of Innoculation that had been received. They cannot find any known types 

of antibody that would cause this effect. 

They know that the type of Antibody is not needed in order to stop the inaccurate readings. To get an accurate 

Calcitonin, the lab just needs to add an Antibody Blocking agent to the assay and "Hand Run", the Calcitonin lab. 

Apparently, the Automated machines, are not dialed to screen or add the Antibody blocker as standard to Calcitonin. 

When Thyroglogin is run, YES, they screen automatically for Thyroglobin Antibodies. 

Since Calcitonin for other Cancers is not used for a Treatment Protocol, only for diagnostics, the HIGH is HIGH, is all that 

is needed. 

For Calcitonin Trends to be accurate, the addition of Antibody Blocking Agents needs to standard. Since the lab cannot 

tell what Antibody is causing my inaccurate numbers, or they cannot tell if it is a combination of Antibodies, then ALL of 

my Calcitonins from now on, must be always hand run and screened for Antibodies. 

  

During this six months period, a lab was run on me of Calcitonin at Memorial Sloane Kettering, and yes, they too also ran 

the lab through the automated system and Sloane also duplicated the lab mistake. 

  

This is something everyone should ask the labs about. My numbers have been falsely low, for probably two years. I 

would get a spike, closer to the high, and then a low, three times lower than the spike followed by a low. 

A high number followed by a much lower number was really throwing the Trend or Doubling Time way off. New nodes 

were found, but the calcitonin doubling time or Trend, was not going up. 

Also, the labs are working on the FACT, that after a CT Scan, the calcitonin numbers drop, even with correction in the lab. 

Do you labs BEFORE any SCANS, and ANY time a number is pulled after a SCAN, question it right away. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/carol.corbitt?eid=ARBy6qdgRXHG0ubtd-dr3Ig5au8TBfD1L-BNH9DC-rU3ns7iOkxyJjSfiCrMoY3eIuQjhLWM2ZpwiSuf
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I am sure that when it comes to Trial Drugs, the samples are being done differently for calcitonin. The Trial protocol 

probably requires the labs to be "hand done". But I am not sure. I am hoping someone will post that they also have had 

this situation and that more information on this is brought forward. 

  

And the "Hook Effect" that causes one Meddie to have very low calcitonin but the SCANS show large tumor burden, is 

also Heterophillic Interference. 

  

I will be placing a few links. Feed back from Thyca would be appreciated. 

  

Thanks, 

Carol A Corbitt 

  

http://www.clinchem.org/content/45/7/942.abstract 

  

http://jcem.endojournals.org/content/91/2/361.full 

  

http://www.clinchem.org/content/51/1/208.full 

  

http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/content/56/9/2167.short 
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